
Accelerate the Solar and Digital Revolution 

in Africa to change millions of lives 

In giving access to Energy, Digital and 

Finance, it offers to rural population huge 

opportunities to be actors of their own 

economic and social development. 

 

 



Customer journey 
 
A LONG TERM RELATIONSHIP 

 

 



Key 

figures 



PAYG offer 

Initial deposit : 

+/- 10€ 

 
Daily payment : 

0,35€ 

 
Payment term : 12 

to 24 months 

 

 



Distribution 

network 
MFI Network 

MFI branches 



PAYG offers clients their first credit history and 

make them eligible for financial products. 

All historical payment data are available 

for loan Scoring. Geo-tracking is also 

available for follow-up.  

 

The PAYG could be reactivated to use the 

Solar Home System as a collateral for the 

new loan.  

Creation of  

historical credit 

data 



• 65% of the Baobab+ clients, that 

passed the credit scoring analyses, 

were interested in a loan.* 

•  92% of the loans were reimbursed 

within the payment schedule. The 

other 8% were over three months late.  

• Average amount borrowed during the 

pilot is  50€. 

* Scope = 260 people 

 

 

 

Results from the first 

pilot 

to transform PAYG 

clients into MFI 

clients 

Next 

steps  
• Improving the client 

experience according the 

on-boarding process. 

  

• Offering higher amount 

loans.  

 

• Roll-out and scaling within 

the markets we are 

currently operating.  
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“Very soon, if MFIs 

don’t develop a 

strategy and 

implement fintech 

behind that strategy, 

I think they will 

slowly but surely 

shrink and die”  
Graham Wright,  

Managing Director, Microsave 

Mastercard Foundation Fund for Rural Prosperity 



The future of microfinance is multi-channel                                       
and multi-directional 

 But what does that actually mean? 

 It means finding new ways to reach             
more clients with financial services 

 Much of the time, that means 
partners;     PAYGo providers are just 
one example 

 “Most microfinance institutions…do 
not fit    the requirements of SHS 
finance.” – GTZ (2000)  

 

Kristin Weidner: CGAP Photo Contest 
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“with PAYGo,      

you make people  

financially  

viable customers  

that were not  

so before” 
Alexandre Coster,            

CEO, Baobab+  

Mastercard Foundation Fund for Rural Prosperity 



In the two 
projects at 
the heart of 
the paper, 
MFIs offered 
loans to 
successful 
borrowers 
from affiliated 
PAYGo 
providers 



 

In the two 
projects at 
the heart of 
the paper, 
MFIs offered 
loans to 
successful 
borrowers 
from affiliated 
PAYGo 
providers 



 

“This is our first 

time lending to 

clients who we 

do not know…”  
Cristiana Finotti,  

Head of Bus. Development, 

Baobab Senegal 

FINCA International / Alison Wright 



 Other asset classes could meet or 
exceed the reach of solar home 
systems: 

Auto and vehicle leasing 

Smartphones 

Solar water pumps 

Refrigerators 

 But these partnerships need to add 
value for everyone, not just the MFI 

 

 

Partnerships with asset finance, fintech, and value chain                
players can grow MFIs reach 

Subhas Biswas: 

CGAP Photo Contest 



 “Right now we are the 

prettier sister. In the future, 

maybe it will be different” 
MFI Executive 

 

Sara Murray, CGAP Photo Contest 



Partnerships still must meet 3 rules* 

1.Between businesses that have 
complementary, not competitive, 
positions in their core markets. 

2.Do not conflict with the parties’ core 
businesses. 

3.Answer: What’s in it for me? (for 
everyone, including clients) 

 
         

      *adapted from David Porteous 
(2013) 

 

 



 

“I don’t see us 

ever outsourcing 

credit. Ever.”  
Hugh Whalan  

CEO of PEG Africa 

Vincent Tremeau; World Bankk 



Which brings us back to the future:           

multi-directional and multi-channel 
 

For dedicated lenders, MFIs can offer savings 

or insurance, even white-labeling them 

Asset-first companies 

can originate loans for 

an MFI, or the MFI can 

offer follow-on loans 

Partner financing can 

add value for existing 

MFI clients, e.g. PAYGo 

smartphones 



Thank you for listening. 
 
Please read the paper! 




